
THE PALM VILLA
This magnificent and modern luxury villa is located on a plot of 467 m² (5,027 ft² ) in one of the most 

privileged areas of the North Coast, the Perla Marina urbanization that has direct access to a 
semi-private beach that is located on a spectacular natural environment.



PERLA MARINA BEACH
The Palm Villa is located at a distance of only 0.5 miles from Perla Marina beach with its golden 

sands, its water of infinite blue colors and those tall palm trees to want to spend a few days there, 
without more worry than deciding whether to lie down sun or shade.



WHY PERLA MARINA ?

Prestigious urbanization with 24-hour security with constant 
patrolling throughout the premises. Excellent location, just 8 
minutes drive to Cabarete or Sosúa, close to hospitals, medical 
center, international schools, restaurants and supermarkets. 

Community of international residents who enjoy the Community of international residents who enjoy the 
environment of nature and tranquility throughout the year.From 
The Palm Villa there is a distance of only 0.5 miles to the beach 
where you can take a dip in the sea, go to the Yoga Center or 
simply enjoy a meal or drink at the beach bar.

THE PALM VILLA



FEATURES

The Palm Villa consists of 3 bedrooms with air conditioning and 
fitted wardrobes, 3 bathrooms of which two are private en suite 
and one independent, large living room (AC) with dining area, 
fully equipped open plan kitchen. The living room and bedrooms 
have large glazed doors with access to large terraces 
overlooking the pool and garden, where you will enjoy the 
Caribbean lifestyle and climate at any time throughout the year.

Playa Perla Marina is located at a distance of only 0.5 miles from Playa Perla Marina is located at a distance of only 0.5 miles from 
this magnificent villa of contemporary construction. 

Enjoy the lifestyle you deserve and have always dreamed.

THE PALM VILLA
Surfaces

Swimming pool
Terraces
Main bedroom
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3
Kitchen
Living Living room

60.05 m²
29.55 m²
27.70 m²
21.60 m²
16.55 m²
12.15 m²
30.25 m²30.25 m²

646 ²
318 ²
298 ²
232 ²
178 ²
131 ²
325 ²325 ²

m² ft²

Total built 148.5 m² 1.598 ft²



US 225,000

The comple on of work and delivery of keys is scheduled for October 2020.









DO YOU LIKE THIS PROJECT?

Contact us for more information:

sales@perlamarinahomes.com
+1 (809) 983-2656 Architect Cristian Luciano
Street Paseo del Mango, Cabarete, Dominican Republicnn


